


DRAFT SELECTION

16oz: $3.50   Pitchers: $14.00

Samuel Adams Boston Lager
Bold, rich, & complex. The spiciness of Noble hops are balanced with 
slightly sweet roasted malt notes, with a robust yet smooth finish.
IBUs:30 SRM:11 ABV: 4.9%

Samuel Adams Seasonals
Samuel Adams Cold Snap
Crisp & refreshing. A White Ale with a blend of hazy golden wheat 
& subtle kick of spring spices. 
IBUs:10 SRM:6 ABV:5.3% Availability: January-March

Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Bright & citrusy. An unfiltered wheat ale with a hint of spice 
from lemon peel & Grains of Paradise.
IBUs:7 SRM:6 ABV: 5.3% Availability: March-July

Samuel Adams octoberfest
Hearty and smooth. Brewed with 5 varieties of malt for a deep, 
rich flavor.
IBUs:15 SRM:20 ABV:5.3% Availability: August-October

Samuel Adams Winter Lager
Bold & spicy. Brewed with freshly ground cinnamon, orange 
peel, and ginger. 
IBUs:22 SRM:25 ABV:5.6% Availability: November-December

Samuel Adams Whitewater IPA
The intense hop character of an IPA with the crisp wheat
character of a white ale.
IBUs:61 SRM:7.5 ABV:5.8%

Angry ORchard Crisp APPLE Hard Cider
This crisp and refreshing cider mixes the sweetness of the apples 
with a subtle dryness for a balanced cider taste.  
(Not available in pitchers)

ABV:5%



bottle SELECTION
Samuel Adams Boston Lager
Bold, rich, & complex. The spiciness of Noble hops are balanced with slightly sweet 
roasted malt notes, with a robust yet smooth finish.
IBUs:30 SRM:11 ABV: 4.9%

Samuel Adams Seasonals
Samuel Adams Cold Snap
Crisp & refreshing. A White Ale with a blend of hazy golden wheat  
& subtle kick of spring spices. 
IBUs:10 SRM:6 ABV:5.3% Availability: January-March

Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Bright & citrusy. An unfiltered wheat ale with a hint of spice from  
lemon peel & Grains of Paradise.
IBUs:7 SRM:6 ABV: 5.3% Availability: March-July

Samuel Adams octoberfest
Hearty and smooth. Brewed with 5 varieties of malt for a deep, rich flavor.
IBUs:15 SRM:20 ABV:5.3% Availability: August-October

Samuel Adams Winter Lager
Bold & spicy. Brewed with freshly ground cinnamon, orange peel, and ginger. 
IBUs:22 SRM:25 ABV:5.6% Availability: November-December

Samuel Adams Latitude 48 IPA
Citrus, piney, and light floral hop aroma with slightly sweet notes  
from the malt.
IBUs:55 SRM:13 ABV:6.0% 

Samuel Adams Whitewater IPA
The intense hop character of an IPA with the crisp wheat
character of a white ale.
IBUs:61 SRM:7.5 ABV:5.8%

sam adams light
Smooth and refreshing with a subtle hop note and clean finish.
IBUs:10 SRM:11 ABV:4.3%

Samuel Adams cherry wheat
A refreshing wheat ale with a distinct cherry tartness and touch of honey.
IBUs:23 SRM:6.4 ABV:5.3%

Samuel Adams blackberry wit
Brewed with Oregon Marion blackberries, for a subtle sweetness,  
orange peel, and coriander.
IBUs:10 SRM:7 ABV:5.5%

Samuel Adams Bottles $4.25
IMPORT BOTTLES $4.50
Corona, Heineken, Guinness

All Others $3.50 - $4.50
Shiner Bock, Batch 19, Miller Lite, MGD, Bud Light, Budweiser,
Michelob Ultra, Coors Light



Flights, Beer blends, Cocktails
Beer flights $5.00
Enjoy 6oz. samples of any three draft beers or cider

Beer and Cider Blend

Adams Apple™ $4.00
½ Angry Orchard and ½ Samuel Adams Boston Lager

Angry Orchard Cocktails

Angry captn’ $6.00
Angry Orchard Hard Cider and Captain Morgan spiced 
rum, served on the rocks

Angryuana $6.00
Jose Cuervo Gold Tequila topped off with Angry Orchard 
Hard Cider and lime juice, served on the rocks

Jacky’s Apple Orchard $7.00
Angry Orchard Hard Cider and Jack Daniel’s Tennessee 
Whiskey, served on the rocks

Angry Cape Codder $7.00
Grey Goose Vodka and cranberry juice topped off with 
Angry Orchard Hard Cider, served over crushed ice



spirits & Wine

Wine        $5.00
Barefoot Wines
Merlot, Cabernet, Moscato, Chardonnay, White Zinfandel

Hops are to beer,
 what grapes are to wine.™

spirits
Amaretto Liqueur
Bacardi Puerto Rican Rum
Bailey’s Irish Cream
Christian Brothers Brandy
Captain Morgan Spiced Rum
Crown Royal Canadian Whisky
Grey Goose Vodka
Hennessy Cognac
Johnnie Walker Red Label Blended Scotch Whisky
Jose Cuervo Gold
Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey
Jim Beam Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
Jagermesiter
Kaluha Rum and Coffee Liqueur
Midori Melon Liqueur
Malibu Caribbean Rum
Patron Tequila
Southern Comfort Liqueur
Tanqueray Gin
Wild Turkey 101 Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey



samuel adams

Brewery
At Samuel Adams, our love for quality craft beer starts with the ingredients.We 
work closely with growers to track the progress of the hops and determine the 
right time to harvest. We hand select the best of the year’s crops and we ship our 
ingredients when the temperatures on the Atlantic are at their coldest, which 
keeps the hops fresh.

Of course, our attention to detail doesn’t stop there. We do hundreds of 
measurements, readings and quality assurance checks throughout the five week  
beer making process to ensure the beer is exactly the way it should be. In fact, 
our craft brewers meet every morning for a tasting panel to check the quality  
of each batch. If the beer seems up to snuff, it is faced with one final taste test: 
Jim Koch himself.

Even after our craft beer has left the brewery, we still keep a watchful eye 
on it. We go into bars and perform thousands of draft quality checks every 
year to make sure the beer passes our standards. We check the draft lines for 
cleanliness, the temperature, glassware and the keg storage conditions. From 
ingredients to glass, we want to make certain that each pint of Samuel Adams 
beer is as good as the last.

 

                   Jim Koch 

In 1984, the American landscape was vastly different from what it is today. 
The only options for domestic beer were pale lagers from the mass market 
brewers. To find a flavorful, “better beer,” there were only a handful of imports 
like Heineken and Beck’s that were thought of as the only option for quality 
beer. American craft beers were virtually non-existent, or still in the basements 
and kitchens of a few spirited brewers. There were virtually no widely 
distributed micro brewed beers.

While Charles Koch thought his son’s plan was crazy, he picked out his favorite 
family recipe, one that Jim’s great-great grandfather, Louis Koch, had made at 
his brewery in St. Louis, Missouri in the 1870s. The following spring, Jim Koch 
filled his old consulting briefcase with bottles from his sample brew and started 
going door to door asking Boston bars and restaurants to serve the beer that he 
had named Samuel Adams Boston Lager®.

He chose that name because Samuel Adams was a Boston firebrand, a 
revolutionary thinker who fought for independence. Most importantly, Samuel 
Adams was also a brewer who had inherited a brewing tradition from his father.



The 5 Step Beer Appraisal Process
1. APPEARANCE
 Take a look at the beer
 A. Note the head on the beer — does it stay?
 B. What color is the beer? Golden, amber, ebony, brown, etc.
 C. What is the clarity? Is it cloudy or clear?

2. AROMA
 Smell the beer for bouquet 
 A. Is it hoppy? For example, flowery, herbal, grassy or spicy?
 B. Is it malty? For example, caramel, chocolate, coffee, smoky or roasted?
 C. Is there any yeast influence? For example, banana, clove or doughy?

3. TASTE
 The moment of truth
 A. What tastes are on your palate? Are the tastes balanced? 
  Remember that sweet is to and bitter is to hops.
 B. Is the accent on malt (caramel, chocolate, roasted) or hops 
  (spicy, citrus, grassy)?
 C. Can you taste the yeast influence (banana, clove, bready)?

4. MOUTHFEEL
 The body of the beer

A. What is the texture of the beer? Is it thin, chewy, full-bodied? 

5. FINISH
 The flavors left after you have swallowed
 A. Do you detect a dryness, sweetness, maltiness or spiciness?
 B. How long does it linger?
 C.  Does it make you want to take another sip?

Samuel Adams boston lager glass
The Samuel Adams Boston Lager Glass is a  
result of Jim Koch’s passion and vision, TIAX 
sensory and scientific knowledge and Rastal’s
88 years of glass making experience.



Food and Beer
Beer is nearly a food itself due to the range of flavors, 
colors, aromas and textures. Beer and food transform 
each other and when done right, can heighten a dish’s 
spiciness, match harmonies of roasted and grilled 
flavors or contrast salty foods.

Getting Started

Complement the flavors by matching strength with strength
Assertive beers work well with strong flavored foods as do 
delicate beers with delicate foods. For example, an IPA and 
blue cheese both have strong flavors, so they stand up to 
each other very well. Another example would be pairing 
a wheat beer with a green salad, in which case you are 
matching delicate flavors. The wheat beer is delicate and 
crisp with a light body that will not overwhelm the salad. 

Contrast the flavors to cut through and cleanse the palate
In contrasting, a flavor is amplified against a contrasting 
flavor. For example, a Pale Ale contrasts with a sweet dessert.

Some of our Favorite Food and Beer Pairings
•	 Samuel Adams Boston Lager with a steak or burger

•	 Samuel Adams Cherry Wheat with a Caesar salad or 
chocolate dessert

•	 Samuel Adams Summer Ale with scallops or white fish

•	 Angry Orchard Hard Cider with BBQ



Ingredients



Brewing PRocess



beer glossary
Lager
Lagers are beers made with bottom-fermenting yeast and aged at cooler 
temperatures to provide a smooth balanced taste
Examples of Lagers: Samuel Adams Boston Lager, Samuel Adams Octoberfest,
Samuel Adams Winter Lager

Ale
Ales are beers made with top-fermenting yeast at warmer temperatures
Examples of Ales: Samuel Adams Summer Ale, Samuel Adams Cherry Wheat

SRM
Standard Reference Method. Measurement of beer color

IBU
International Bitterness Unit. Expresses the hop bitterness in a beer

ABV
Alcohol by Volume

Hops
A climbing vine of the Cannabacinae family, whose cones are used to give beer 
both bitterness and aroma

Noble Hops
All aroma hops that grow in their original central european regions and are low 
in alpha acids. 

Malt
Barley or other grain that has been allowed to sprout, then either dried or 
roasted. Malt can give beers a roasty, malty, toasty note

Yeast
There are 2 types of yeast in beer making-Ale and Lager yeast. Ale yeast ferments at 
warmer temperatures at a shorter period of time and Lager yeast ferments at cooler 
temperatures during a longer period of time. Yeast convert sugars into alcohol

Fermentation
Biochemical process of yeast converting sugars to carbon dioxide and alcohol

Reinheitsgebot
Bavarian beer Purity Law enacted in 1516 that states beer should only be made 
out of Water, Hops, Malt and Yeast

Decoction
Old World brewing technique that involves removing a portion of the mash, 
boiling it, then returning it to original mash to raise temperature. This provides 
brewer greater control of body and a smoother beer.

Dry Hopping
A method of adding hops directly to the tank at the end of fermentation to 
increase the hop aroma of a beer without adding bitterness



samuel adams family of beers
samuel adams boston lager
samuel adams Cold snap
samuel adams Summer Ale
samuel adams Octoberfest
samuel adams Winter Lager
Sam Adams Light
SamueL Adams Rebel IPA
samuel adams Black Lager
samuel adams Blackberry Witbier
samuel adams Boston Ale
samuel adams Cherry Wheat
samuel adams Cream Stout
samuel adams Irish Red
samuel adams Noble Pils
Samuel Adams Escape Route
samuel adams Pale Ale
samuel adams Whitewater IPA
samuel adams White Lantern
samuel adams Double Agent IPL™
samuel adams Latitude 48 IPA
samuel adams Porch Rocker
samuel adams Harvest Pumpkin Ale
samuel adams White Christmas
samuel adams Cranberry Lambic
samuel adams Little White Rye
samuel adams Blueberry Hill Lager
samuel adams East West Kolsch
samuel adams Belgian Session
samuel adams Hazel Brown
samuel adams Dunkelweizen
samuel adams Old Fezziwig
samuel adams Holiday Porter
samuel adams Black & Brew 
samuel adams Chocolate Bock

samuel adams Mighty Oak Ale
samuel adams Revolutionary Rye
samuel adams Rustic Saison
samuel adams Bonfire Rauchbier
samuel adams Scotch Ale
samuel adams White Ale
samuel adams Imperial Pilsner
samuel adams Infinium
samuel adams Millennium
samuel adams Triple Bock
sam adams Utopias
samuel adams Third Voyage
samuel adams The Vixen
samuel adams Dark Depths
samuel adams Cinder Bock
samuel adams Norse Legend
samuel adams Verloren
samuel adams Fat Jack
samuel adams Double Bock
samuel adams Imperial White
samuel adams Imperial Stout
samuel adams Wee Heavy
samuel adams American Kriek
samuel adams New World
samuel adams Stony Brook Red
samuel adams Thirteenth Hour STOUT
samuel adams Tetravis
SAMUEL ADAMS GRIFFIN’S BOW
SAMUEL ADAMS TASMAN RED
SAMUEL ADAMS MERRY MAKER

for more information 
on our family of beer Visit 

samueladams.com


